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Disclaimer

This presentation contains “forward-looking statements,” as that term is defined under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995 (PSLRA), which statements may be identified by words such as “believe,” “may,” “will,” “estimate,” “continue,” “anticipate,”
“intend,” “expect” and other words of similar meaning. These forward-looking statements involve certain risks and uncertainties.
Such risks and uncertainties could cause our actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such forward-looking
statements, and include, without limitation: the success, cost and timing of our product development activities and clinical trials; our
ability to submit an IND and successfully advance our technology platform to improve the safety and effectiveness of our existing
TCR therapeutic candidates; the rate and degree of market acceptance of T-cell therapy generally and of our TCR therapeutic
candidates; government regulation and approval, including, but not limited to, the expected regulatory approval timelines for TCR
therapeutic candidates; and our ability to protect our proprietary technology and enforce our intellectual property rights; amongst
others. For a further description of the risks and uncertainties that could cause our actual results to differ materially from those
expressed in these forward-looking statements, as well as risks relating to our business in general, we refer you to our Quarterly
Report filed on form 10Q with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on May 10, 2018 and our other SEC filings.

We urge you to consider these factors carefully in evaluating the forward-looking statements herein and you are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements, which are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. The
forward-looking statements contained in this presentation speak only as of the date the statements were made and we do not
undertake any obligation to update such forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances. We intend that
all forward-looking statements be subject to the safe-harbor provisions of the PSLRA.
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Genetically modified cell therapy has become mainstream

August 2017

October 2017

January 2018

Gilead acquires Kite
($11.9bn)

FDA approval of Yescarta

Celgene acquires Juno
(~$9bn)

November 2012

September 2017

December 2017

Glybera approved in Europe

GSK options
NY-ESO

Luxturna approved in
US

August 2017
FDA approval of first CAR-T
treatment (Kymriah)
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Positive data in AAV5
hFactorIX and hFactorVIII
hemophilia trials

February 2018
Gilead deal with Sangamo
($3bn)

Autologous T-cell therapies work
• CD19 CAR therapies, Kymriah and Yescarta, are now approved in the US
• TIL therapy can eradicate bulky, treatment-resistant disease
Dudley et al, Science (2002) 298, 850-854; Dudley et al, Clinical Cancer Research (2010), 16, 6122-6131

Picture adapted from Rosenberg and Dudley,
Current Opinion in Immunology (2009), 21, 233-240

• Adoptive transfer of antigen specific cytotoxic T-cells can lead to effective responses
Hunder et al, PLOS One (2009), 358, 2698-2703; Huang et al, Cancer (2017), 123, 2642-2650. Chapuis, et al, PNAS (2012), 109, 4592-4597

• Mart-1 and gp100 TCR have shown cancer regression in melanoma and on target toxicity
Morgan et al, Science (2006) 314, 126-129; Johnson et al, Blood (2009) 114, 535-546
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Robust data in a “cold” solid tumor
NY-ESO in synovial sarcoma (CTOS / ASCO 2017); program in transition to GSK

All cohorts

confirmed
responses
Cohorts 1 (50%);
2 (33%); 3 (20%);
4 (36%)

SPEAR T-cell

expansion
correlates with

efficacy

3+
years

median predicted
overall survival*

Baseline (cohort 4)
- 34 yr old female; synovial sarcoma lung
- Prior therapies doxorubicin, ifosfamide,
pazopanib, gemcitabine, 7 surgical resections
- Showing target lesion of 54 mm per RECIST 1.1

Week 4
- Had received 2.8 x 109 transduced T-cells
- Partial response at 4 weeks
- 90.7% decrease in target lesion per RECIST 1.1

Week 8
- Partial response maintained
- Target lesion not measurable due to
significant reduction in size (Wk 12)

*At target dose for Cohort 1 (n=10; ASCO 2017); for all 12 Cohort 1 patients median OS is ~120 wks (2+ yrs; CTOS 2017)
Rafael Amado and Karen Chagin, Adaptimmune
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Recent data in second solid tumor indication
NY-ESO SPEAR T-cells in myxoid/round cell liposarcoma (MRCLS) (in transition to GSK)

• Three partial responses (two confirmed and one pending), and one stable disease in first four
patients dosed

Rafael Amado and Karen Chagin, Adaptimmune
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Low incidence of CRS with SPEAR T-cells
Data from 88 patients, treated with MAGE-A10 and NY-ESO, to date

• ~7% CRS Grade 3 or above* (no grade 5)
• Most adverse events in patients receiving SPEAR T cells are consistent with those typically
experienced by cancer patients undergoing cytotoxic chemotherapy or other cancer
immunotherapies.
• Our SPEAR T-cells continue to show a promising benefit:risk profile in our trials.

Data cut-off Dec. 2017
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*Proportion of subjects with grade ≥ 3 CRS/total dosed across TCRs = 6/88 = 6.8% (All cases resolved)

Autologous T-cell manufacturing cycle
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Disadvantages of autologous manufacture
• Complex patient scheduling and supply chain
• Long lead time for individual products to be manufactured and released

• Patient leukapheresis is variable and hard to control:
– Cell composition
– Age
– Prior treatment regimens
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Strategies to overcome the disadvantages of autologous manufacture
• Complex patient scheduling and supply chain
• Long lead time for individual products to be manufactured and released

• Patient leukapheresis is variable and hard to control:
– Cell composition
– Age
– Prior treatment regimens

• Off the shelf treatment
– Allogeneic T cells from healthy donors
– Allogeneic stem cell derived T cells
– Patient derived iPSC (generation would take 4 - 6 months)
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Desirable off the shelf cell product characteristics

• Good efficacy
• Long term persistence
• Consistent cell composition between batches

• Controlled manufacturing process with minimal human intervention
• Scalable process - batches able to treat large number of patients

• Secure supply chain
• Reasonable COGS
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Tackling immunogenicity

• Cells from allogeneic donors will be prone to rejection by patients
• This can be avoided by:
– Using cells for treatment in immune privileged sites

– Protecting cells from the immune system by encapsulation
– Matching HLA type between donor and recipient
– Gene editing HLA molecules

• Many of these approaches are in preclinical or clinical development
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Immune privileged sites
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Immune privileged sites
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Immune privileged sites

Is there really such a thing as
immune privilege?
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Retinal pigmented epithelial cell transplant
• Even within the eye, mismatched RPE cells require immunosuppression to prevent immune
mediated rejection

Sugita et al, Stem Cell Reports (2016) 7, 635-648
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Retinal pigmented epithelial cell transplant

• CD3+ T-cells infiltrate the site of
RPE graft rejection in cyno model
without immunosuppression

Sugita et al, Stem Cell Reports (2016) 7, 635-648
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Immune privilege status is dynamic in patients
• T-cells have the ability to get into other sites previously considered to be immune privileged:
– CNS - CD19 CAR-T cells have shown encephalopathy effects in some patients
– Cold tumours can be infiltrated by T-cells if the conditions are right
› Adaptimmune SPEAR T-cell data in synovial sarcoma and MRCLS
› After treatment with checkpoint inhibitors

• The concept of immune privilege cannot be relied on to protect allogeneic cell therapies
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Applications in “immune privileged” sites
• Clinical trials are underway with ESC derived RPE in AMD and Stargardt’s Macular
degeneration
– RIKEN/CiRA http://www.cdb.riken.jp/en/news/2017/topics/0217_10174.html, Mandai et al (2017)
NEJM 376:1038-1046
– Astellas Institute of Regenerative Medicine NCT02941991, NCT03167203, NCT01345006
Schwartz et al (2015) Lancet 385(9967):509-16
– Cell Cure Neurosciences NCT02286089
– Chinese Academy of Sciences NCT02755428, NCT03046407, NCT02749734
– Pfizer NCT03102138

• Patients may require long term immunosuppression to prevent rejection of tissue
Trial information taken from www.clinicaltrials.gov
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Protecting cells by encapsulation

• Some tissue/cell transplants may be able to function and provide benefit to patients if there is
a physical barrier to prevent immune cells reaching them
– E.g. pancreatic β cells
› Beta-Air device, Uppsala University & Beta-O2 Technologies NCT02064309
Carlsson et al Am J Transplant (2018) 00, 1-10
› Alginate embedded islets, UZ Brussels & Leuven NCT01379729

Trial information taken from www.clinicaltrials.gov
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Protecting cells by encapsulation

• Some tissue/cell transplants may be able to function and provide benefit to patients if there is
a physical barrier to prevent immune cells reaching them
– E.g. pancreatic β cells
› Beta-Air device, Uppsala University & Beta-O2 Technologies NCT02064309
Carlsson et al Am J Transplant (2018) 00, 1-10
› Alginate embedded islets, UZ Brussels & Leuven NCT01379729

• Issues may include
– Poor access of cells to blood oxygen & nutrients
– Formation of scar tissue
– Encapsulation device reducing cells’ ability to sense glucose and release insulin
– May still be rejected
Trial information taken from www.clinicaltrials.gov
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HLA matching between donor and recipient

• Matching the tissue type between donor and recipient is well documented to improve outcome
– Donor availability is always limiting
– Immunosupression is often required

• Stem cell banks could provide an answer
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HLA matching between donor and recipient

• Matching the tissue type between donor and recipient is well documented to improve outcome
– Donor availability is always limiting
– Immunosupression is often required

• Stem cell banks could provide an answer
– How many haploidentical donors would be required?
› 100? 200? More?

– Geographical location
› Transfer across international regulatory boundaries?
– Will different lines behave similarly in manufacturing?
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Haploidentical banks are being created

CDI are recruiting donors
via NCT03434808
www.clinicaltrials.gov
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Universal Donor Cell concept

• Gene editing of HLA could provide a single line suitable for all patients
• The Universal Donor Cell should be:
– A stem cell that is invisible to the immune system
– Suitable for differentiation into any cell type

UDC concept first described by David Russell, Universal Cells Inc. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Astellas)
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Creating a “Universal Donor Cell” by gene editing stem cells

Remove
Class I HLA

Remove
Class II HLA

β2m k/o

RFXANK
k/o

Add HLA-E
and suicide gene

HLA Class I
HLA Class II
HLA-E Single
Chain
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Figure modified from one created by David Russell, Universal Cells Inc. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Astellas)
Concept described in Gornalusse et al, Nat Biotechnol (2017) 8, 765-772; www.universalcells.com

Universal Donor Cell concept

• Gene editing of HLA could provide a single line suitable for all patients
• The Universal Donor Cell should be:
– A stem cell that is invisible to the immune system
– Suitable for differentiation into any cell type

• Multiple rounds of editing are required
– Which gene editing platform?
› Efficiency
› Off target editing
› Genomic stability

UDC concept first described by David Russell, Universal Cells Inc. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Astellas)
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Gene editing platforms
• There are many options to choose from:
– CRISPR/Cas 9
– TALENS
– Zn finger nucleases
– Meganucleases
– Homing endonucleases
– AAV
–…
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Mechanism of Action
5’
3’

• Most gene editing involves double stranded
breaks in the DNA

3’
5’

Double strand break

• Breaks are repaired by NHEJ or HR
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Indel Premature
STOP

Gene Inactivation
Garth Hamilton
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3’
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3’
5’

Accurate Transgene Insertion
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• Pros
– High editing efficiency
– Can be performed with a large cell number
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Mechanism of Action
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• Most gene editing involves double stranded
breaks in the DNA

Double strand break

• Breaks are repaired by NHEJ or HR
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• Pros
– High editing efficiency
– Can be performed with a large cell number

3’
5’

5’
3’
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• Cons
– Possibility of chromosome translocations
– Fidelity of editing
– NHEJ is error prone
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• How do we prove safety & genomic stability?
Gene Inactivation
Garth Hamilton
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3’
5’

Accurate Transgene Insertion

Features of AAV editing
• Editing occurs in the replication fork

Hendrie & Russell, Molecular Therapy (2005) 12, 9-17
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Features of AAV editing
• Editing occurs in the replication fork
– No off target cutting
– No on target mistakes
– No electroporation required
– No foreign nucleases

Hendrie & Russell, Molecular Therapy (2005) 12, 9-17
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Features of AAV editing
• Editing occurs in the replication fork
– No off target cutting
– No on target mistakes
– No electroporation required
– No foreign nucleases

• Low editing efficiency
– Only feasible for stem cells not terminally differentiated cells
– Single cell cloning required

Hendrie & Russell, Molecular Therapy (2005) 12, 9-17
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Making a universal, or “pick from the freezer” SPEAR T-cell product

GMP stem
cell line

Select
Gene clones
edit cells

Sequence
and
screen
Universal
donor cell
with
SPEAR

Iterative, rAAV-based gene editing to:
•
Remove HLA Class I, II, endogenous TCR
•
Add HLA-E, affinity optimized TCR, suicide switch
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Differentiate into
mature T-cells

Multiple
patient doses

Future of cell therapy
• Cell and Gene Therapy are already helping many patients

• Off the shelf treatments offer the promise of:
– Better defined, consistent, controlled products
– Greater patient accessibility
› Quicker treatment times
› Reduced cost
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Future of cell therapy
• Cell and Gene Therapy are already helping many patients

• Off the shelf treatments offer the promise of:
– Better defined, consistent, controlled products
– Greater patient accessibility
› Quicker treatment times
› Reduced cost

• Multiple genetic manipulations will be required to perfect these therapies
• Stem cells provide a flexible platform to enable repeated editing
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